
January 11, 2021

Week 1: What Do Images Want? 

Introduction Lecture 

- professor: 
- specializes in American genre (specifically horror), Classical Hollywood, evaluates from queer/trans/feminist lens 

- main themes and topics: 
- tracing evolution of Western film/media scholarship post-1960: how we’ve come to define & explain the treatment 

and function of images in culture/society (hence, what do images do, how do we interact with them, how do we use 
them) 

- discourse: the ways in which we talk about an object or subject (what conversations emerge in the field and why) (in 
this case, how think about / dialogue around images) 

- why are these new ideas coming about, how are they being formulated, and how do they impact how we understand 
the role / importance of images  

- challenging canonization (memorialization of passed important figures in field: pre-1960 was especially white men) 
of certain media works throughout history (who gets to control these images now, and what impact is had when there 
are different authors) 

- further developing understanding of certain formal / aesthetic elements (that go into making films) through 
theoretical inquiry  

- create shared knowledge set of history and theory (that bind film and media as scholarship together) amongst us 
- come prepared to engage with dense academic theory  
- challenge ways in which the history of images have been narrativized (especially by certain groups of people) 
- world is bigger than images seen on film by certain people  

Week 1 Lecture 

keep in mind: the idea of meaning-making (this course asks how do we make meaning from images) 

- the filmic image: 
- what is an image? how do we interpret it? make meaning of it? is it the director, the maker, the viewer, the context 

(history, time, place)? what relationship does it call us into? what’s our duty to the image? 
- ontology: study of concepts, figuring out the nature of something and how it came to be 
- ontological study is basis for almost all filmic study  
- how/why did these images come to be? who created them, where, when why? 
- what’s really behind the images? 
- film this week: 

- answers so unclear, so is all about how you interpret it 

- Symbiopsychotaxiplasm (Director William Greaves, 1968) 
- American New Wave Meets Cinéma Verité: 

- American New Wave: 
- 60s, Hollywood rules begin to be broken 
- independent filmmakers fuelling new possibilities of what film can be  

- Cinéma Verité (The Cinema of Truth): 
- French movement 1960s 
- film inspired by this movement (is period of percolating ideas between countries) 
- filming day-to-day, observing ordinary life (pseudo-documentarian) 
- make effort to show camera and filmmaker interacting with the spectacle 
- intent to show the artifice of film, that it’s created by someone operating camera; through this way of 

filmmaking, goal to get to the “truth” 
- incites questions of: 

- the practice and politics of filmmaking; what is it? 
- the relationship between artist and subject; should it be one of power? 
- the ‘real”; when see image on screen, what are we seeing? is it real? 
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Debates About What The Image On-Screen Is (is it a portrait of the real?) 
- Debate: 

- Realists: 
- art imitates nature (ei. think of still life paintings) 
- that art is snapshot of what we can see in reality, and that must capture that object as authentically as possible  

- Anti-Realists: 
- art creates illusion of reality; can only represent reality/concept of reality  
- people often don’t want to see everyday life on screen, want to see unrealistic things happening  
- film is about creation of new worlds on screen (ei. Riverdale; not realistic high school experience) 

- Re-present vs. Represent: 
- Re-present (Realists) (Bazin): 

- photographic image is a mechanical reproduction of reality; it re-presents the real  
- cinema just re-presents what’s real/in front of us, just captures it  
- “The Ontology of the Image” (Bazin): 

- ontology: the study of being, the nature of something 
- ontology of the image: what is the nature of the image? 

- answer: is re-presentation; image is (pure thing) formed automatically without human intervention (via the 
lens, via science of light, etc. or un objectif); thinks the lens can capture all that’s in front of us 

- pg. 129: “the photographic image is the object itself”; is as good as looking at image in front of you  
- Represent (Anti-Realists) (Arnheim): 

- art creates illusion of reality; represents nature (interpretation of nature, is the creatives’ perspective of world as 
expressed through camera) 

- purpose of art is to make new wholly autonomous worlds on screen 
- interpretation/idealization of the world 
- “The Complete Film” (Arnheim) 

- argues for an independence from “reality” 
- skeptical about technology; he wants images to be creative expressions, but more develop technology, get 

closer to re-presenting reality rather than aestheticizing it; technical innovations aren’t always good; they make 
it easier to replicate reality rather than to aestheticize it  
- when sound came out, freaked out, because one step closer to documenting reality  

- could argue that more technology have, more opportunity there is to create new expression, new worlds (ei. CGI) 

Questions to ask this week about the film: 
- Is it an example of realist or anti-realist cinema? 
- Who’s film is it? 
- Who’s controlling the image? 
- What part of the image is real? 
- Who’s thought processes went out this week? 

Screening 
- beginning of film: Alice and Freddie/Terry, other couples, are having fights: is very dramatic and the camerawork 

which consists of zooming, and editing which consists of cropping and putting two scenes on the screen at once makes 
it very obvious there’s a camera 
- anti-realist argument:  

- the crops, scene cuts, and zooming in and out makes the film more artistic and dramatic, making it more-so art 
and less of reality  

- somebody’s (Terry) in charge of “filming the film being filmed”: shows that the filming is nonetheless constructed 
- when showing behind the scenes of old couple fight, the man is suggesting that to make it more realistic, he’d like 

to walk from far behind her to make it seem real, essentially admitting to the non-reality of it 
- director seems to be trying to ultimately get actors to act as authentically as possible: either showing the non-

realism of regular acting, or showing the realism of true human emotions, making a point that every script has 
something realistic or about human emotions about it 
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- shows ability to create illusion: just as soon as i was falling into the dialogue, believing the two actors were really 
husband and wife, they took that scene off the screen and cut 

- crew all have pre-conceived ideas about how film should be made  
- realist argument:  

- the zoomed-in shots and dramatic dialogue in a way make everything even more realistic; even more realistic than 
real life perhaps; we can see even more authentically what each character is feeling that we might be able to 
decipher in real life  

- the part where they are showing the director i would argue is simply showing the reality of the situation, of the 
filming 

- showing random people in park 
- feels like you’re really there, director explaining to staff, showing being plugged in, explaining directions 
- somebody’s in charge of “filming the film being filmed” 
- shows pedestrians watching them filming, looking into the cameras, completely breaking the fourth dimension  
- even shows showing police permit to film  
- show sound-effect making  
- crew on their own, without director’s knowledge, film them talking about film, lack of plot of film, making sound 

effects: while talking about this, show transitions and editing almost making it more obvious that films are edited.  
- even talking about director not knowing how to direct, having no plot, nobody knowing what film’s about  
- interest of non-direction a crew member brings up  
- even while they’re talking, they still say that director has choice to edit however wants  
- show conflict between director and crew  
- showed gossip and jokes behind the scenes  
- interesting point: maybe director is trying to find line where acting and non-acting drops off: we act to some 

extent in our everyday lives 
- the assumption at the time that these lines between man and woman are thoughts of every man and woman: does 

this make it more realistic? 
- ultimately, i think it’s a realist film but i don’t think it solves the debate of realism vs. anti-realism of film. it simply 

means this one is realism. i think film has the ability to do both. 
- could be showing that editing doesn’t matter, or could be showing that realism doesn’t matter since editing holds 

ultimate power 
- question is: what holds ultimate power? the editing? or the image of what’s filmed itself? 
- one woman mentions that it’s an evaluation of levels of reality, but the main argumentative man completely dismisses 

her but i think she was right  

Survey  

Considering the lecture material and readings, do you think Symbiopsychotaxiplasm: Take One is an example of 
cinema as re-presentation or representation? 

I think this week’s film is an example of both re-presentation and representation, and this is mainly because although at 
least 90% of the film was a revelation of authentic conversation between cast, crew, and the director (showing a re-
presentation of reality and the purity of filmic images (Bazin)), I believe Greaves also purposely presented the film in a 
way so that the editing was obvious at times. For example, seeing three images simultaneously on the screen reminds the 
viewer that this scene had to be edited in order to create this multiple-perspective state of viewership (an example of 
representation and filmic images’ independence from reality (Arnheim)).  

Overall, this film created a complex but fascinating dichotomy between the realist and anti-realist schools of thought 
regarding filmic images. 
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Week 2: Authorship 

Week 2 Updates and Recaps 
- TA’s will have office Zoom hours (starts Week 3) 
- can book 1 on 1 appointment with TA 
- Zoom chat sessions with Prof. Dan (Jan. 27 8pm) bi-weekly, different times 
- turn on notifications (in OnQ, click name and turn on) 
- 3 day grace period on assignments 

Week 2 Lecture 

Introduction  
- ontology is nature of something; last week has scholars trying to identify what cinematic image was 
- interested because at time, film/moving images were new art form 
- theorists/artists still trying to figure out what it is 
- for Bazin, was about capturing reality, but can do more than that 
- last week; realist (re-presentation), anti-realist (representation; image always mediated by person behind camera) 

- he favours representation (ie. to even show room you’re in, probably will move something before shooting), as time goes on 
in history, realist argument also starts to lose validity  

- Symbiopsychtotaxiplasm: 
- Prof. thinks Symbiopsychtotaxiplasm shows power of representation, how much images are manipulated in film 
- ie. representational was couple fighting, but behind the scenes showed re-presentation 
- director himself was character in film 
- shows us power of construction, layers of construction that go into movie making; shows artificiality  

- last week asked: 
- Who or what creates the image’s meaning? To what degree can meaning be controlled? 
- this week: tackle questions of authorship, investigate “auteur theory” 

Context for Scholarship  
- film has capability of being recognizable, esteemed, art form  
- can be used by artists to convey something about world, or perception of it, human condition  
- is goal of Andrew Sarris, “Notes on the Auteur Theory in 1962”  

- he’s wiring in 60s, after these theories were well developed by French critics in 40s and 50s (got hold of American films after 
WWII when films could be exported to France; saw capability for true artistry; wrote a lot on potential for film) These 
studies eventually get taken up by American scholars (like Sarris) in 60s: 
- goal is to clarify and develop a theory of the auteur; establish film artist as artist  

Auteur Theory  
- first developed by French critics and artists, then taken up by American scholars like Sarris 
- Attributed “auteur” status to film’s director (despite lots of people being involved) 

- undermines / overlooks contributions of others in creating most films; a bit suspect (ie. editing at time seen as very feminized 
role, assumed women would edit film rolls better since had experience with sewing, etc.) 

- film director = author, main artist contracting what see on screen  
- auteur = infuses film with signature style or motifs  

- infuses with style so much that becomes deeply recognizable (done visually, narratively [emotionally, values]) 
- inserting to see films by same director as one larger singular vision  
- expression of someone’s self and their singular vision  
- different than metteur-en-scène  

- director who’s proficient in adapting screenplay (on page) into film (competent, technically efficient) 
- doesn’t infuse a film with their own style (don’t evaluate to grand art form) 

- ideas of auteur and metteur-en-scène counter Bazin’s ideas of realism: 
- both of them use camera to carry out artistic intentions, to different success/caliber (but not to capture reality objectively, are 

trying to create something artistic) 
- counters Bazin’s idea of realism that was taking hold a decade earlier  

- to establish auteur theory, need to collect/construct collection of directors who represent this theory (need proof) 
- for Sarris, comes up with “pantheon/canon” of auteurs: 

- Charlie Chaplin  
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- John Ford 
- Howard Hawks  

- note: all white men (consistent issue in film industry) 
- Sarris defines what an auteur is via “Three Rings" of criteria 

- technical competence (translate words on script to a film, metteur-en-scène who doesn’t surpass this ring) (outer-most 
ring) 

- personal style: director able to infuse personal style (in way write, shoot, lighting, sound tracks, artists, actors, etc.) 
- interior meaning (the soul fo the film director, like affect, as if can sense director’s ethos as an artist) 

This Week’s Screening: The Love Witch (2016)  
- written, edited, directed, produced, scored, designed, costumed by Anna Biller 
- studied at UCLA and CalArts 
- likely auteurship here; completely in control of technical and stylistic elements 
- seven years to complete, had very specific vision; didn’t want to compromise on vision  
- heavily inspired by 1960s-70s exploitation horror and technicolour films 

- very inspired by Italian “yellow” horror, (like Blood and Black Lace), hyper-stylized, exploitative, erotically driven, lots of 
colour, atmosphere, tone, emotions elicited sometimes more important than non-sensical plots of the films 

- also inspired by feminist film theory and cultural understandings of gender  
- shoots on film (35mm) (to get 60s/70s geel) 
- review: self-possessed, authority and conviction, “Biller is a detail-driven visual fetishist whose previous work has hinted at her 

gift for seducing genuine substance from an overflowing cauldron of style” (Indie Wire, Ehrlich) 
- fits auteur theory; Biller has truly infused her artistic capabilities into the film  

Discussion Board Post Instructions (post in tutorial group and respond to some members) 
- use bullet points, state 3 pros (how does it help us understand film and image) and 3 cons of auteur theory (gaps, what does it 

overlook) 
- In 3-4 sentences, describe the ways in which director Anna Biller and The Love Witch exemplify or counter ideas (or both) of 

the “auteur”. Support your argument by referencing the readings (don’t quote, but say in own words and cite properly) and 
specific moments in the film. (possibly provide a screen grab from the film to support) 

- show understanding of what auteur is and how we see than in Biller in film  
- when considering whether director can classify as an auteur, remember and consider the theory’s emphasis on: 

- intent (vision carrying out in film) 
- meaning (conveying this through artistic work) 
- control (able to control product of film such that can control the meaning, convey artistic intention to you) 

Screening: The Love Witch (2016) 
- Elaine young witch who’s determined to find man to love her  
- in gothic Victorian apartment, makes spells/potions to seduce and pick up men 
- spell works too well and has string of hapless (unfortunate) victims  
- when finally meets man of dreams, desperation to be loved drives to brink of insanity/murder 
- Anna Biller style: 

- even from beginning, consists of bright colours, sudden zoom-ins to eyes, facial expressions, the death via potion of Jack, 
cult-like ring and nudity 

- she says they say she’s cured, but she still has intrusive thoughts  
- “According to the experts, men are very fragile. They can get crushed down if you assert yourself in any way.” 
- slight factor on non-realism in an otherwise normal world  
- red is major colour of hers 
- meets Trish who decorated place of Barbara (Elaine knew Barbara because they used to dance together) 
- apartment is full of feminist-type, colourful, symbolic, explicit artwork 
- tea room is so pink, overly-feminine, almost back in time; “Do you have fairy princess fantasies Elaine?”; says we’re all 

little girls underneath being grown women 
- Jerry “left" her; “The day he left me was the day I died, then I was reborn as a witch.” 
- studies men, says they’re easy to please, as long as give them what they want; just want pretty woman to take care of them, 

give them whatever they want, then give them freedom  
- Trisha asks about what about what women want? Elaine says giving sex is live giving opening to love; Trisha says she seems 

brainwashed by patriarchy, whole world wrapped up in pleasing men; that a husband isn’t a prince and life isn’t a fairytale; 
Elaine says maybe life could be a fairytale if you pleased your husband (Richard) more 


